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SHELVING + STUDY DESKS

PREVIOUS PAGE – Tetris inspired solid-wood bookshelf
THIS PAGE – assortment of shelves and desks

TOP – desk; BOTTOM – assortment of shelving and child’s study desk
NEXT PAGE – display shelves and room divider unit

SHELVING + STUDY DESKS

What does CCMI stand for?
Look at our logo icon and you will see that it is made up of two C’s and a maple seed, that’s because CCMI is an acronym
for two of our former trade names, Crib Creations and Maple Interiors.
Crib Creations, founded by Jean Booyens in 2007, offered superior quality bespoke joinery to interior designers and
home owners. In 2013, Crib Creations acquired Olde Hand Interiors trading under Maple Interiors; we expanded our
offering to include large-scale joinery solutions to commercial and corporate clients. In 2017, the two companies
amalgamated under a single trade name, CCMI, offering complete joinery solutions to individual homeowners and
companies alike.

Who are we, and what do we do?
Under the leadership of Jean Booyens and Johan Harmse, CCMI provides a complete joinery package including design,
manufacture and installation for all applications.

JEAN BOOYENS

JOHAN HARMSE

MANAGING DIRECTOR

074 137 5875

MANAGING PARTNER

jean@ccmi.co.za

Jean is a highly-skilled artisan in his own right and a
visionary designer with an acute eye for detail. Jean’s
natural aptitude for combining colours, textures and
materials results in visually appealing and compellingly tactile pieces. His ambition to make new ideas work
with a problem-solving approach gives CCMI’s clients
something very few are able or willing to offer.

073 461 3679

johan@ccmi.co.za

Being a qualified Architectural Technologist with a
passion for excellence, Johan designs highly detailed
cabinetry often exploring the limits of the tools and raw
materials at his disposal. Always following a hands-on
approach from concept to completion, Johan’s meticulous attention to detail and accuracy often influences
his clean, modern, and bold designs.

Our factory, and installation, team consists of a group of skilled and semi-skilled artisans who take pride in their workmanship and continually strive to improve their skills and perfect their craft. Our in-house team consists of cabinet
makers, joiners, spray painters, finishers, and fitters, who work together closely to ensure that each project is completed
to the highest standard.

Who do we serve?
Over the years we have served a multitude of clients ranging from individuals in search of bespoke furniture pieces, to
homeowners remodelling their homes, commercial spaces in need of shopfitting, corporates seeking complete office
fitouts, and property developers in need of comprehensive joinery solutions for their latest development. We have also
worked closely with a number of architects and interior designers to successfully bring their vision to life with joinery
created to their project specifications.
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